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About This Game

Tiny Tanks is an multiplayer game with toy tanks that blow each other up in a completely destructible arena. With hundreds of
game modes and modifier combinations, each rou 5d3b920ae0

Title: Tiny Tanks
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
LeadFollow Games
Publisher:
LeadFollow Games
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel i5

M

English,German,French,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Italian,Danish,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Swedish,Thai,Turkish,
Vietnamese,Finnish,Hungarian,Arabic,Czech,Romanian,Greek,Korean
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Still has some links to work out. Control scheme resets each round, which always forces me to take a few seconds before I can
play to verify how they're set up. My friend and I experienced some weird teleporting while playing. Overall the game is really
fun and I can tell it's going to turn out great! But you can definitely tell it's still a work in progress.. I enjoyed the game a lot! I
rate it in the high 8s or low 9s depending on the day.. First and foremost I was following the development of this game for quite
some time. It caught my eye and I was really interested in it. I understand that the game has a small team but it was in
development for two years and is now released as early access. Generally that is a death sentence for indie games because all the
hype is lost and leaves a bad taste in the players mouth to have a not even 1/8th finished game. At its current state I don't believe
its worth it, and even if it did get to that point it would not have enough traction to kick-off. Not to mention the fact that people
with equivalent resources have made complete games with 7 day game jam competitions. What you get right now: Buggy
lobbies Desyncing Few game modes Few power ups Shoddy controls A map maker that barely functions Buggy UI Save your
money. If this game is up your alley follow it and wish-list it. At its current state it is nowhere near completed.. I first played this
game at Gamescom. After that i followed it for a while. The devs are very active and listen to their community. This game is
perfect for chill evenings with friends. The controls are a bit tricky, but if you play it for a while you can get very good at it. I
really like Tiny Tanks. Rounds can end in 10 seconds or you can fight until the whole map is a mess. Yeah, it's "very" early
access, yeah, there are bugs. If you play with people from across the world you will encounter warping. Give the devs a little
more time and this game will be a must have for every gaming night.. This has great potential.

Hotfix #1 is live! : Hello everyone,. Game Modes and Languages Update is live! : Hello everyone,. Tiny Tanks - New Weapon
System + Development Update : Hello everybody, as you might know, we are rapidly nearing the release on April 11, 2019 . We
are only 3 weeks away now and we are as excited as you are.. Matchmaking and Community Maps Update : Hello everyone,.
Our Official Discord: Come and develop the game together with us! : [discord.gg] Hello there, fellow tank drivers! Did you
know that there is a verified Discord for Tiny Tanks? No? Then come and visit us HERE [discord.gg] ! The official invite link
is What is going on there: We have a channel for official announcements. Just today we launched a hat creation contest. Want to
take part? Come join us! We have various discussion channels where we talk about the game and regularly post development
updates and discuss aspects of the development and features with you! We also do development live streams.
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